
MAKING BIG IDEAS HAPPEN™

COUNT IT! CHANGE IT! SCALE IT!



If tropical deforestation were a country, its would be the 
third biggest emitter of green house gases in the world.

An area of tropical tree cover the size of Bangladesh was lost in 
2017 alone.

Source: Global Forest Watch 2018

Source: Seymour and Bush 2017

The challenge:

It is one of the main causes for biodiversity loss globally.
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See change at a global scale
in areas as small as a football penalty box
as recent as last week

GFW provides unprecedent capacity for 
monitoring at very large scale:
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Illegal logging road in Peru: weekly change

Source: UMD Glad alerts, available on GFW



Partnership work with 
governments



Create your own, government-managed, Global Forest Watch





Partnership work with private 
sector



COUNT IT CHANGE IT SCALE IT

Commodity related 
datasets made 
available in platforms              
(eg: palm mill list)

Methods created for 
supply chain 
assessments            
(eg: palm risk tool)

What if everyone, 
everywhere could 
do it, without 
depending on us?

Concept note 
launched at WEF 
2017, led to the 
creation of

We collected data We partnered with organizations to 
apply this data to their operations 

and test use cases

Once the strategy was 
successful, we looked in 

ways to scale it up



How does it work?
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Log in your secured accountManage areas of interestEvaluate risk evolution of the portfolioIdentify prioritiesEvaluate single location in detailIdentify issues on a mapAny commodity, anywhere and for everyoneVisit pro.globalforestwatch.org for more info

Play
Song source: 
Bensound.com



CONCLUSION
Measure in order to manage
…at scale 
…trough the power of tech



Thank you
Luiz Amaral
Global Executive Manager, GFW Commodities and Finance
World Resources Institute 


